Several different graphical techniques for specifying models for discrete event systems are reviewed including process networks, generalized stochastic Petri nets, stochastic state diagrams, and event graphs. This paper presents a brief summary of these modeling approaches and highlights some of their similarities and differences.
BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS
A system is defined as a set of entities that interact for shared purposes according to sets of common laws and policies for an interval of time.
A system can be either real or hypothetical. The interval of time for which the system is defined is called its llfietime; this is the amount of time we are interested in studying the system. The entities in a system are either resident, remaining in the system for its entire lifetime, or transient, entering and exiting the system as time passes.
A model is simply a system that is used for a surrogate of another system. A simulation is a computer program used as a model for some other system of interest. In a simulation model the entities are described by numerical (coded) attributes.
The state of the simulation includes the values for all of its attributes as well as what is known about the future. We define an event as any situation where the state of the system might possibly change. In a discrete event dynamic system all changes in state occur at discrete instants of time. A discrete event system is typically an idealized or abstract system that is used as a model for a more complex system.
In this paper, we concentrate on tools for specifying the behavior of discrete event systems that are complete graphical representations. That is, a directed graph can be drawn with labeled edges (arrows) and vertices (balls or blocks) forming a network that completely defines the structure of a specific system. Along with an initial state, stopping conditions, and a specified input process, the graph completely describes a specific model's behavior. Structural and behavioral properties for simulations have been defined in [Yucesan and Schruben, 1992] [Conway, et. al., 1992] . This edge is interpreted as follows:
PETRI NETS
f condition (i) is true at the instant event A occurs, then event B will be scheduled to occur tminutes later.
If the condition is not true, nothing will happen. The EG representation is completely general in that any discrete event system (indeed any computer program) can be represented using this object [Yucesan, 1989] .
EGs epitomize the minimalist philosophy in that the above object is all that is necessary to have a completely general graphical modeling tool. Modeling conveniences such as parametrized vertices and canceling edges have been added as enrichments to the simple EG definition [Schruben, 1992] . Detailed analysis and definitions have also been developed [Yucesan, 1989, Som and Sargent, 1989 ].
An event graph for the exponential failure and repair for any number of machines is shown in Figure 3 , where failure and repair times are subscripted with f and r respective y.
The vertices of this EG has been "marked" with tokens that indicate how many instances of each event are scheduled to occur in the future.
There are 3 machines in this marking; two are working (left vertex) and one is broken (right vertex).
Like Petri nets, the marking transition rule is simple: Texas.
